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Introduction
Infection with herpes simplex virus (HSV) is extremely common 

and widespread occurring in a worldwide distribution. Herpes virus 
infections are caused by the two distinct antigenic types; herpes 
simplex virus type-1 (HSV-1) and herpes simplex virus type-2 
(HSV-2). They show a wide variety of clinical manifestations from 
recognizable symptomatic diseases to sub-clinical and symptomatic 
infections.1 HSV has been implicated in human infection since 
description of cutaneous spreading lesions in ancient Greek time. 
Scholars of Greek defined the word herpes to mean “to creep or 
crawel” in reference to the spreading nature of the observed skin 
lesions.1 There are no known animal vectors and human appears to 
be the only natural reservoir. Direct contact with infected secretions 
is the principle mode of spread. HSV has the ability to recur in the 
presence of humoral immunity- a characteristic known as reactivation 
of latent infection.2 Effective antiviral drugs are developed and are 
widely used. HSV infection is common in women of reproductive 
age it can be transmitted and contracted to the fetus during pregnancy 
and the newborn. Moreover, HSV is an important cause of neonatal 
infection, which can lead to death or long-term disabilities. Also HSV 
infection in non-pregnant women may lead to lesions on face and 
genitalia and spreading virus to others by direct or sexual contact.3 In 
our knowledge, there are no previous published studies or recorded 

data regarding the seroprevalence of HSV in Yemen. Therefore, 
there is no guideline of diagnosis or treatment of HSV infections in 
women; especially pregnant women in hospitals or health centers in 
Yemen. Laboratory diagnosis can be confirmed by virus isolation in 
cell culture or by deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) detection. Serological 
assays that distinguish between antibodies to HSV-1 and HSV-2 
have been developed and are commercially available.3 In our study, 
determination of the prevalence of HSV antibodies and potential risk 
factors of HSV infections among women attending some hospitals 
and health centers in Sana’a city based on type-specific serological 
assay was carried out.

Subjects and methods
Study area

The study was conducted in antenatal and gynecology clinics in 
the main hospitals, health centers and some private clinics in Sana’a 
city-Yemen.

Study design and population

A total of 315 women who attended antenatal and gynecology 
clinics at age of 14-49 years old were enrolled in this study. These 
women came to these clinics for pregnancy check-up; follow birth 
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Abstract

Herpes simplex virus (HSV) infection is one of the worldwide infections. HSV-1 causes 
herpes labial and HSV-2 is the main cause of genital ulcer. Host’s immune response to HSV 
defines by the presence of neutralizing antibodies to HSV in serum of newly and previously 
infected persons. A cross-sectional study was designed to determine the prevalence of HSV 
antibodies and potential risk factors of HSV infections among women attending some 
hospitals and health centers in Sana’a city based on type-specific serological assay. HSV-1 
differs from HSV-2 by the type-specific enveloped glycoprotein G (gG). This is the base 
of type-specific ELISA, which is more accurate than ELISA using common antigens. In 
our knowledge, there are no previous published studies or recorded data regarding the 
seroprevalence of HSV in Yemen. Moreover, there is no guideline of diagnosis or treatment 
of HSV infections in women; especially pregnant women. A total of 315 women, including 
235 sexually transmitted infections (STIs) patients, 48 herpes labial patients (HLP) and 32 
apparently healthy women were enrolled in this study. Of the studied women, 307 were 
married and 8 were single, their ages range from14-49 years. Among married women; 53 
were pregnant. The total seroprevalence was 2.5% for HSV IgM, 99.4% for HSV-1 IgG and 
5.1% for HSV-2 IgG. There were statistically non-significant association between herpes 
infections and age, size of family, educational level, residence, marital status, pregnancy, 
abortion, blood transfusion and contraceptive use. In conclusion, the prevalence of HSV-
1 antibodies was much higher than that of HSV-2. The prevalence of HSV-1 antibodies 
was higher than those reported in other countries which could be due to poor hygienic 
conditions in Yemen. The prevalence of HSV-2 antibodies was lower than those reported 
in other studies; which is probably due to the differences in sexual practices among these 
cultures.
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control program or seeking treatment of some health issues. Target 
women comprised three groups; herpes labial patients (HLP), sexually 
transmitted infected patients (STIP) and apparently healthy women 
who had not any of previous symptoms. All studied women consented 
to participate in this research project either by verbal agreement or by 
sign the consent form.

Data collection

Data was collected in a cross-sectional study. Women with 
clinical pictures compatible with herpes labial and sexual transmitted 
infections such as genital ulcer, vaginal discharge, itching, vesicles 
or lesions on genitalia and redness were included. Pregnant women 
and women who have no history of genital ulcer or evidence of 
sexual transmitted infections were also included as apparently healthy 
women. Women less than 14 and over 50 years old were excluded 
because they are sexually non-active. All selected groups had clinical 
examinations by the gynecologist; specific symptoms were diagnosed 
and questionnaires were taken from every woman.

Sample collection

Five mL of venous blood was collected from each subject into a 
plain container. Then serum was separated from clotted blood and 
kept at -200 C until used.

Serological assay

Stored sera were tested for the presence of IgM and IgG class 
antibodies to HSV-1 and HSV-2 by Enzyme linked Immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) (Biokit, Spain) according to the manufnturer’s 
instructions. Biokit ELISA HSV IgM (immunocapture) was used for 
detection of IgM antibodies to Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV-1 and 
HSV-2) while Biokit ELISA HSV-1 IgG and ELISA HSV-2 IgG were 
used for qualitative detection of IgG antibodies to Herpes Simplex 
Virus 1& 2 in human serum.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis of the data was analyzed by using the 
Social Package of Statistical Science program (IBM SPSS 23, 2015). 
The significance of differences in proportions was analyzed by T and 
Chi-square tests. P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
A total of 315 women of childbearing age were enrolled into the 

study for the detection of anti-HSV antibodies. Seroprevalence of 
HSV IgM was 2.5%, 99.4% for HSV-1 IgG and 5.1% for HSV-2 IgG 
(Figure 1). (Table 1) represents the distributions of subjects according 
to general characteristics. The age of women ranges from 14-49 years, 
108 (34.3%) at the age of 14-24, 135 (42.9%) at the age of 25-35, 60 
(19%) at the age 36-46 and 12 (3.8%) were more than 46 years old. 
307 (97.5%) were ever married and 8 (2.5%) were single. According 
to the residence, 235 (74.6%) were from urban while 80 (25.4%) were 
from rural areas. Regarding the level of education, 167 (53%) were 
of middle educational level, 126 (40%) were illiterate and 22 (7.0%) 
were at high educational level. Regarding the clinical diagnosis; 235 
(74.6%) had ever one symptom of sexually transmitted infections 
(STIs), 48 (15.2%) were herpes labial patients (HLP) and 32 (10.2%) 
were healthy women. Out of 307 married women, 53 (17.3%) were 
pregnant and 254 (82.7%) were non-pregnant women (Table 1). The 
prevalence of HSV IgM was 2.6% among sexual transmitted infected 
patients (STIP) group, 6.3% in healthy group, with no HSV IgM 
antibodies among the HLP group. 99.6% STIP were positive for HSV-
1 IgG; 97.9% and 100% were positive for HSV-1 IgG in HLP and 

healthy groups, respectively. 4.3% of STIP, 8.3% of HLP and 6.2% 
of healthy women were positive for HSV-2 IgG. Statistically non-
significant (P> 0.05) association was found between prevalence of 
HSV antibodies and the clinical diagnosis of women (Table 2). As 
shown in (Table 2), the pregnant women had no HSV IgM, while the 
seroprevalence of HSV IgM among non-pregnant women was 3.1 
%, P = 0.2. The seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG among pregnant and 
non-pregnant women was 98.1% and 99.6% respectively, P = 0.3. The 
seroprevalence of HSV-2 IgG in pregnant women was 1.9%, while 
in non-pregnant women it was 5.9 %, P = 0.2 (Table 2). As seen in 
(Table 2); high prevalence of HSV IgM 8.3% was in the age group 
more than 46, P = 0.1 and high prevalence of HSV-2 IgG was 8.1% in 
the age group of 25-35, P value 0.08. The prevalence of HSV-1 IgG 
in all age groups was similar to some extent, P = 0.6. Married women 
had seroprevalence of HSV IgM 2.6%, while single women were all 
negative for HSV IgM antibodies, P = 0.6. HSV-1 IgG among single 
women was 100%, while among married group it was 99.3%, P = 
0.8. The prevalence of HSV-2 IgG among married women was 5.2% 
while single women were all negative for HSV-2 IgG antibodies, P 
value 0.5 (Table 2). seroprevalence of HSV IgM, HSV-1 IgG and 
HSV-2 IgG of women at higher educational level were 0%, 100% and 
4.5%, respectively, P = 0.6. Prevalences of HSV IgM, HSV-1 IgG and 
HSV-2 IgG of women at middle level of education were 2.4%, 100% 
and 6.6%, respectively, P = 0.2. While, the prevalence of HSV IgM, 
HSV-1 IgG and HSV-2 IgG antibodies of illiterate group were 3.1%, 
98.4% and 3.1% respectively, P = 0.4 (Table 2). The seroprevalence 
of HSV IgM antibodies among women lived in urban as well as in 
rural areas was similar (2.5%), P = 0.9. Women lived in urban area 
were 99.2% positive for HSV-1 IgG, while women lived in rural area 
were positive for 100% of HSV-1 IgG, P= 1.0. The seroprevalence of 
HSV-2 IgG for women lived in urban and rural areas were 5.9% and 
2.5% respectively, P= 0.2 as other tables.

Figure 1 Total prevalences of HSV antibodies among women attending 
antenatal and gynecology clinics in Sana’a City-Yemen.

Table 2 also shows that the seroprevalence of HSV IgM was 
2.6%, 2.2% and 2.9% among low, middle and high family sizes, 
respectively, P=0.9. While the seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG among 
different family sizes were similar, P= 0.7 (Table 2). The association of 
some risk factors with seroprevalence of HSV IgM and HSV-2 IgG is 
shown in (Table 3). Statistically non-significant (P>0.05) association 
was found between all studied risk factors and seroprevalence of HSV 
IgM and HSV-2 IgG.

Discussion
Herpes Simplex Virus infection is prevalent worldwide, particularly 

among women of childbearing age.4 This study was carried out to 
determine the seroprevalence of HSV-1 and HSV-2 based on type- 
specific serological tests and the effect of some potential risk factors 
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on the prevalence of HSV. The results of this study may help to 
understand the percentage of HSV infection in Yemen and draw the 
attention of gynecologists and health centers to the effect of HSV 
infection on women and neonates. Overall seroprevalence of HSV 
IgM was 2.5%, 99.4% for HSV-1 IgG and 5.1% for HSV-2 IgG. These 
results were in agreement with studies performed in neighboring 
countries.5,6 In apparently healthy group (who had no HSV infection 
symptoms), the seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG was 100% in this study 
which was similar to that reported in a study conducted in Syria in 
which HSV-1 IgG seroprevalence among healthy group was 95.3%.5 
In Saudi Arabia, HSV-1 IgG was 90%.6 While in Netherlands it was 
68% and in Japan it was 86%.7,8 In the present study, seroprevalence 
of HSV-1 IgG among STIP and HLP groups were 99.6 % and 97.9%, 
respectively. These results were in agreement with that of the Syrian 
study, in which the seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG among STIP was 
90.5% and among HLP was 100%.5 seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG 
antibodies in neighboring countries and this study were somewhat 
similar but they were low in Netherlands and Japan studies.7,8 This is 
probably because of the reduction of HSV-1 acquisitions in infancy 
due to better hygienic conditions and fewer family members. The high 
seroprevalence of HSV-1 IgG in Arab countries and this study 
probably due to extensive infant salivary spread in poor hygienic 
conditions.6 Overcrowding and close contact as part of the social 
structure in Yemen and neighboring countries play a major role in the 
transmission of HSV-1. In this study, seroprevalence of HSV-2 IgG 
among apparently healthy group was 6.2%, which was similar to that 
reported in a study which conducted in Turkey (6.9%).9 However, 
these results were lower than those of other studies, where HSV-2 IgG 
prevalence was 27.1% in Saudi Arabia.10 11.3% in Australia11 and 
20% in United States.12 These could be due to the fact that most genital 
herpes infections by HSV-2 are asymptomatic but found positive by 
serological tests.13,14 So these women, who had been reported in this 
study as apparently healthy, might be infected asymptomatically or 
had past infections. In the current study, HSV-2 IgG in HLP was 8.3%; 
which was higher than that of the Syrian study (0 %),5 this may be due 
to that most HLP in Syrian study were at the mean age of 20 years old 
and most of them were unmarried.5 And HLP group in our study may 
have past infections with HSV-2 and were apparently healthy in 
clinical examinations. The seroprevalence of HSV-2 IgG among STIP 
was 4.3% which was less than that reported in an Egyptian study 
(6.7%).15 However, higher prevalences were found in United Kingdom 
(38%)16 in Tanzania (34%).17 In Sweden (40%)18 and in Netherlands 
(30%).7 These differences are probably due to the differences in sexual 
practices among these cultures. The seroprevalence of HSV IgM 
among healthy group in this study was 6.3%; which was similar with 
that of the Syrian study (7.3%), HLP group were all negative for HSV 
IgM in this study. This result was different from that of the Syrian 
study (2.7%). In STIP group, the seroprevalence was 2.6% which was 
lower than that of the study in Syria (14.2%).5 These differences could 
be attributed to the fact that IgM antibodies requires 10 days to be 
developed after the exposure and last only 7-10 days. Patients may 
present before or after this time interval, making the test relatively 
impractical.19 HSV-1 IgG prevalence in pregnant and non-pregnant 
women were 98.1% and 99.6%, respectively which were similar to 
other studies that were conducted in other places in the world among 
pregnant women, 90.9% in Saudi Arabia.10 96.9% in Kuwait,20 90% in 
Turkey21 and 90% in Italy.22 In the current study, seroprevalence of 
HSV-2 IgG among pregnant women and non-pregnant women were 
1.9% and 5.9%, respectively. These results were similar to those 
reported in other studies in Egypt and Syria.5,14 Pregnant women were 
all negative for IgM, while the seroprevalence of IgM among non-
pregnant women was 3.1%. Studies conducted among pregnant 
women revealed higher seroprevalence, 11.3 % in Turkey and 6.7% in 

Italy.9,23 High HSV-2 IgG seroprevalence in these studies could be due 
to the fact that pregnancy leads to alter genital tract physiology and 
depressed cell mediated immunity, which is important for control of 
viral infections.24 While in this study, the results were different and 
showed high seroprevalence of HSV IgM and HSV-2 IgG among non-
pregnant women that could be due to small sample size of pregnant 
women. In the present study, the relations between prevalence of HSV 
antibodies and some social and clinical data were studied. The study 
showed increased of HSV-2 IgG in age group 25-35 years old, 
however, a statistically non-significant association was found between 
HSV seroprevalence and age of the studied women. These results 
were in agreement with other studies.5,25 However, a study reported by 
Tideman et al.26 found that HSV prevalence increases with age. In that 
study, women with more than one lifetime sexual partner were twice 
as likely to have HSV-2 antibodies than those women who delayed 
sex until they were 24 or over were 70% less likely to have antibodies 
to HSV-2 than those who commenced sexual activity at 15 or 
younger.26 These finding differ than our study due to different cultures. 
In this study, the seroprevalence of HSV-2 IgG was higher among 
married women than non-married women, this result was in agreement 
with other studies; in Egypt the seroprevalence of HSV-2 IgG in 
married women was 6.7% while in single women it was 0%14 and in 
Zimbabwe, the prevalence of HSV-2 IgG in married and non-married 
women were 54.3% and 14.4%, respectively.27 These results confirm 
that HSV-2 among married women is sexually transmitted. In the 
present study, the high HSV seroprevalence were found in women at 
middle and low educational level, but the relation between HSV 
antibodies and educational level was statistically non-significant. 
These results were similar to other studies, which indicated that HSV 
seroprevalence increases among women with low educational level. 
This due to that women with low educational level have had low 
knowledge about hygiene, safer sex and treatment in comparison with 
women with high educational level.28,29 In this study, a statistically 
non-significant association was found between residence and 
prevalence of HSV antibodies, which was in agreement with other 
studies.30,31 In the current study, seroprevalence of HSV IgM and 
HSV-1 IgG were similar in all family size. That could be due to HSV-
1 can transmitted easily in childhood and all studied women had past 
infection with HSV-1. HSV IgM seroprevalence was similar in both 
groups of women that had or had not a history of abortion, however, 
HSV-2 IgG was higher in women with a history of abortion, but it was 
statistically non-significant. A similar finding was reported which 
showed a non-significant association between HSV and abortion.30 A 
study by Sisakis et al.32 mentioned that serological assays were not 
very useful for the elucidation of the role of HSV in inducing 
spontaneous abortions. Many studies mentioned that HSV-2 could be 
a risk factor in abortion; however, the detection of HSV-2 was in a 
small number comparing to the total studied women with history of 
abortion which does not support HSV infection as a major abortion-
related factor. In the present study, blood transfusion showed 
statistically non-significant association with HSV-2 seroprevalence. 
This result was in agreement with another study ensuring the fact that 
transmission of HSV-2 by blood transfusion-if occurring at all- is 
extremely rare event and the main rout of HSV-2 transmission is by 
sexual contact.33 In the present study, a statistically non-significant 
association was found between HSV seroprevalence and contraceptive 
used. This was in agreement with a study conducted in Italy.24 but 
different result was found in North America which indicated an 
increase of HSV-2 IgG among women used hormonal contraceptive.23 
Using exogenous hormones may result in a complete suppression of 
endogenous progesterone cycling, which leads to increase the 
susceptibility of women to HSV infection.23
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Table 1 Distributions of subjects according to general characteristics (n = 315)

Characteristics Subjects
Age No. %
14- 24 108 34.3
25-35 135 42.9
36-46 60 19
> 46 12 3.8
Marital Status
Single 8 2.5
Married 307 97.5
Residency
Urban 235 74.6
Rural 80 25.4
Educational Level
University/ Higher 22 7
Basic /Secondary 167 53
Illiterate 126 40
Clinical Diagnosis
STIP 235 74.6
HLP 48 15.2
Healthy 32 10.2
Pregnancy*
Pregnant 53 17.3
Non-pregnant 254 82.7

STIP: Sexual Transmitted Infected Patients,

HLP: Herpes Labial Patients.

*Among married women (n= 307)

Table 2 Disturbance of HSV IgM and HSV-1 & 2 IgG according to soci-demographical characteristics (n=315)

Category
Subjects IgM** HSV-1 IgG HSV-2 IgG
NO. % NO. % P* NO. % P* NO. % P*

Pregnancy#
Pregnant 53 17.3 0 0

0.2
52 98.1

0.3
1 1.9

0.2
Non- Pregnant 254 82.7 8 3.1 253 99.6 15 5.9
Clinical Diagnosis
STIP 235 74.6 6 2.6

0.2
234 99.6

0.3
10 4.2

0.29HLP 48 15.2 0 0 47 79.9 4 8.3
Apparently healthy 32 10.2 2 6.3 32 100 2 6.2
Age
14-24 108 34.3 0 0

0.1

108 100

0.6

5 4.6

0.08
25-35 135 42.9 5 3.7 134 99.3 11 8.1
36-46 60 19 2 3.3 59 98.3 0 0
˃ 46 12 3.8 1 8.3 12 100 0 0
Marital Status
Single 8 2.5 0 0

0.6
8 100

0.8
0 0

0.5
Married 307 97.5 8 2.6 305 99.3 16 5.2
Educational Level
University/Higher 22 7 0 0

0.6
22 100

0.2
1 4.5

0.4Basic/ Secondary 167 53 4 2.4 167 100 11 6.6
Illiterates 126 40 4 3.1 124 98.4 4 3.1
Residency
Urban 235 74.6 6 2.5

0.9
233 99.2

1
14 5.9

0.2
Rural 80 25.4 2 2.5 80 100 2 2.5
Family Size
2-5 76 24 2 2.6

0.9
76 100

0.7 Not tested6-9 135 43 3 2.2 134 99.3
˃ 9 104 33 3 2.9 103 99

*P= Probability value (P ˃ 0.05 = Non- significant, P ≤ 0.05= Significant),

**IgM includes both HSV-1 and HSV-2,

#Among married women (n= 307).
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Table 3 Risk factors for HSV-2 seroprevalence (n=315)

Test Results Risk Factors

Antibody
IgM** HSV-2 IgG
Positive Negative

P*
Positive Negative

P*
No % No % No % No %

Contraceptive use
Yes 6 3.5 166 69.5

0.2
9 5.2 163 94.8

0.08
No 2 1.4 141 98.6 7 4.9 136 95.1

History of abortion
Yes 3 3.2 90 96.8

0.6
6 6.5 87 93.5

0.4
No 5 2.2 217 97.8 10 4.5 212 95.5

History of Blood transfusion
Yes 0 0 11 100

0.1
1 9.1 10 90.9

0.5
No 8 2.6 296 97.4 15 4.9 10 95.1

*P= Probability value (P ˃ 0.05 = Non- significant, P ≤ 0.05= Significant).

**IgM includes both HSV-1 and HSV-2. 

Conclusion and recommendation
It can be concluded from this study that the prevalence of HSV-1 

antibodies is higher than HSV-2. The prevalence of HSV-2 antibodies 
is lower than those reported in other studies, which is probably due to 
the differences in sexual practices among these cultures. Overcrowding 
and poor hygiene could be connected to the high prevalence of HSV-1 
in Yemen. Type specific serological tests of HSV helping identifying 
the infection; therefore doctors should request these tests for all 
suspected patients. The risk factors attributed to the seroprevalence of 
HSV among pregnant women are not clear in Yemen, therefore further 
studies are required.
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